
Beaded Jewelry Design Ideas- Make a Beaded 

Bracelet out of Pearls and Crystal Beads 
 

 

 

 

How to make a beaded bracelet out of pearl beads, 

crystal beads and several tiny seed beads? Making a 

beaded bracelet may sometimes really irritate a 

jewelry crafter, from selecting the supplies to 

determining the color palette. In this tutorial is a 

sample beaded jewelry design idea, 3 different color 

combinations are included for your reference. 

 

 

Supplies needed for the beaded bracelet: 

 10mm  Acrylic Pearl Bead

 8mm Faceted-round Glass Bead 

 6mm Bicone  Glass Bead

 4mm Acrylic Pearl Bead 

 4mm Bicone Glass Bead 

 2mm Round Seed Bead 

 0.35mm  Tiger Tail Wire

 Toggle and T-bar Clasp 

How to start the beaded bracelet idea? 

 

Step 1: Attach the clasp 

1st, cut a 150cm long wire strand; 

2nd, thread the wire through the loop of the clasp. Adjust to make two ends equal; 

3rd, add three 2mm seed beads per wire and then thread through a 4mm bicone bead together; 

4th, slide three 2mm seed beads per wire and then we’ll start to bead the bracelet pattern. 

Enjoy a fun day with our beaded jewelry design ideas-an elaborate beading pattern for making a beaded 

bracelet using pearl beads and crystal beads. It’s actually a wonderful adornment.  

 

http://www.pandahall.com/beads/wholesale-Acrylic-Beads-Imitation/0-132-1.html?pcount=1&p1=1578
http://www.pandahall.com/wholesale-Glass-Beads/208.html
http://www.pandahall.com/beads/wholesale-Tiger-Tail/0-80-1.html


Step 2: Bead the pattern 

1st, take the two ends in step 1 and then thread them through one 8mm faceted-round glass bead 

from different directions; 

2nd, add one 2mm seed bead, one 4mm acrylic pearl bead and one 2mm seed bead per wire. Cross 

the two ends through one 10mm acrylic pearl bead; 

3rd, repeat the previous 2nd pattern seven times or to the desired length to fit your wrist; 

4th, add the other part of the clasp in the same way. Insert the wire through the adjacent beads and 

remove the excess. 

 

Step 3: Embellish the top with a crisscross layer 

1st, cut another wire of 100cm; 

2nd, pass it through the first 10mm pearl bead. Make sure the two ends are equal; 

3rd, feed three 2mm seed beads and one 6mm bicone glass bead on each wire. Then, go through 

one 2mm seed bead from contrary directions. Finally, add on one 6mm bicone glass bead and three 

2mm seed beads and then cross through the next 10mm pearl bead; 

4th; repeat the processes until you finish all the beaded part. 

 

Step 4: Add the 4mm bicone glass bead on edge 

Add one 4mm bicone glass bead as the edge embellishment. 

 

 

Got it? However, though the beaded bracelet pattern is actually easy, the entire project is 

time-consuming and requires some patience. As the large inventory of beads and charms, beaded 

jewelry design ideas may vary in cost, style and so on. 

 

 

 

Search for an array of beads and charms for your jewelry making please click: 

 http://www.pandahall.com/

http://www.pandahall.com/

